
 

Policy Engagement Training

Policy Brief Workshop





Maine SSN

• Media partnership with the 
Bangor Daily News and the 
Kennebec Journal

• Micro-grant program for 
curriculum development

• Partnership with civic 
organizations

• Supportive cohort of Maine-based 
scholars for policy and 
media-engaged work



Today’s Agenda

Components of a Policy Brief

Choosing Your Audience

Questions

Using Research to Inform Policy

Next Steps

Writing for Your Audience
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Gilens and Page (2014)

Getting Research Used in Policy 



Becoming a Trusted Partner

Policymakers may or may 
not use research in their 

decision-making processes.

However, they will always 
turn to people they rely on 

and trust when making 
crucial decisions. 

Adapted from Translation and Implementation of 
Evidence Based Practice by Lawrence Palinkas and Haluk 
Soydan, 2012.



Choosing 
Your 
Audience 



Question #1

Who is the policymaker you’re trying to reach? 

Why have you chosen them?



Writing for 
Your 
Audience

Policy briefs should be:

● Relevant
● Actionable 
● Timely 



Types Research Use in Policymaking

Instrumental

Imposed

Conceptual

Tactical



Question #2

What policy are you trying to inform?

What is your goal?



Style and Language

Listeners, readers, and decision makers define what is 
and is not accessible, credible, persuasive language. 

Dense, long documents and the use of jargon can build 
barriers and is frequently self-defeating.



Key Points and Recommendations

Policymakers need to be able to 
quickly ascertain your key points 
and suggested 
recommendations.

You can include all of this 
information in the first paragraph 
for easy access for policymakers. 



Question #3

What are the key points a policymaker should 
take away from your piece? 

What recommendation are you making?



Small Group
Discussion

● What is your research topic or policy 
brief topic? 

● What policymakers might be 
interested or involved in your 
research topic?

● What policy would you want to 
inform? What is your goal?

● What key points would you want to 
make? What recommendation 
would you propose?



Components 
of a Policy 
Brief

● Values Based Introduction

● Context

● Solution

● Action

● Graphics, Data, or Stories

● Follow up and More Information 



Values Based Introduction

Briefly state the underlying values that make 
this issue matter. What values matter to the 
policymaker?

How Public Investment in Higher Pay for Home Care Workers Would Benefit 
New York State

In recent years, the aging of the baby boomer generation has fueled explosive 
growth in demand for long-term care workers, especially in home-based care. 
However, employers struggle to attract and retain workers, as the job is physically 
and emotionally demanding but very low paid—only $13.80 hourly, or $22,000 
yearly, for an average New York home care worker. The resulting staff shortage 
leaves individuals without the care they need, squeezes unpaid family caregivers, 
and leads to preventable injuries, illnesses, and healthcare costs. 



Context

Give a short, concise description of the 
challenge or opportunity.  

Soaring Demand for Home Care and Growing Workforce Shortage

In New York State, the number of home health aide and personal care aide jobs is 
projected to rise from 440,000 in 2018 to over 700,000 by 2028. The magnitude of 
this growth, driven primarily by demand for in-home care, is staggering: home 
health and personal care aides alone will add as many jobs to the state economy as 
will the next forty largest occupations combined. The soaring demand for home 
care workers in particular—aides who work in private homes—represents a major 
economic opportunity, an abundance of socially beneficial jobs waiting to be filled. 
But the gap between labor supply and demand poses an immense problem. 



Solution

Briefly describe what you’re proposing and 
how it fixes the problem. 

Economic Benefits of Higher Pay for Home Care Workers 

In order to stave off a worsening labor shortage and to facilitate economic recovery, 
New York State and the federal government should provide public funding for 
wage increases for the State’s home care workers. [...] 

Studies like ours point to a promising strategy not only for addressing the problems 
of long-term care but also for spurring broader job growth in the wake of the 
economic recession. Ultimately, higher pay would also produce important social 
and human impacts, mitigating racial and gender inequality and improving the 
well-being of workers and their families.



Action

Clearly state what you want someone to do with this 
information (e.g. introduce legislation, vote for a 
specific bill, come to you again as a resource, etc.)

Recommendations 

The American Jobs Plan recognizes the crisis in long-term care provision 
nationwide, proposing $400 billion to expand access to home- and 
community-based care for older adults and people with disabilities. [...]

New York State’s Congressional delegation should seize the opportunity to secure 
funding for wage increases, which will alleviate the State’s home care shortage and 
help vulnerable New Yorkers remain in their own homes instead of in nursing 
homes and institutions. 



Graphics, Data, or Stories

What graphics, data, or stories might you 
include?

We analyzed the economic costs and benefits of using State and Federal funds to 
raise home care wages to at least $22 per hour ($40,000 yearly) in New York City, 
$19.25 ($35,000 yearly) in Long Island and Westchester, and $16.50 ($30,000 yearly) 
in the rest of the state.
● The cost of these wage increases would total approximately $4 billion per year. 
● These costs would be far surpassed by the resulting savings, tax revenues, and 

increased economic activity. These economic benefits would total over $7.6 
billion. 

● Crucially, higher pay for home care workers would help fill nearly 20,000 
vacant home care positions.



Further Information

Where should they go for more information?

Our findings align with previous research on the economic benefits of wage 
increases and of public investment in care work. The findings should be of 
particular interest in the current moment, as New York State emerges from the 
pandemic and charts a path toward economic and social recovery.

https://www.ltsscenter.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/09/Making-Care-Work-Pay-Report-FINAL.pdf


Formatting
● Choose an action-oriented title

● Include subtitles

● Vary your paragraph and sentence 
lengths

● Only include graphics that are 
visually compelling and easy to 
understand

● Use links instead of references



Example 
Policy Brief
and 
Small Group 
Discussion

● What values does this brief 
highlight to capture the 
policymakers’ attention?

● Does this brief have a proposed 
solution and action? Are they 
related to policy? 

● What graphics, data, or stories are 
included? Do they capture your 
attention or make an impact?



Next Steps: Reaching out to a Policymaker

Utilize warm 
contacts

Be Brief Use plain 
language

Offer to meet



Questions?

Maine SSN Contacts:

Laura Cyr: lauracyr@maine.edu

Rob Glover: robert.glover@maine.edu  

Our contact information:

Andrew Pope: andrew@scholars.org

Kristina Mensik: kristina@scholars.org

mailto:lauracyr@maine.edu
mailto:robert.glover@maine.edu
mailto:andrew@scholars.org
mailto:kristina@scholars.org

